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Abstract: Image classification is one of classical issue of concern in image processing. There are various techniques for solving
this issue. Sign languages are natural language that used to communicate with deaf and mute people. There is much different
sign language in the world. But the main focused of system is on Sign Language (SL) which is on the way of standardization in
that the system will concentrated on hand gestures only. Hand gesture is very important part of the body for exchange ideas,
messages, and thoughts among deaf and dumb people. The proposed system will recognize the number 0 to 9 and alphabets from
American Sign Language. It will divide into three parts i.e. preprocessing, feature extraction, classification. It will initially
identify the gestures from American Sign language. Finally, the system processes that gesture to recognize number with the help
of classification using CNN. Additionally we will play the speech of that identified alphabets.
Keywords: Hybrid Approach, American Sign Language, Gesture Recognition. Feature Extraction.
I.
INTRODUCTION
Sign Language is a best way of communication between deaf, dumb people and normal people. A sign language is visual language
that uses system of manual, facial and body movements. Sign language is not universal language and different sign languages are
used in different countries, some countries like UK, USA and India having more than one Sign Language. Hundreds of Sign
Languages are using in World, American Sign Language, Indian Sign Language, Japanese Sign Language, Turkish Sign Language
these are the some examples of Sign Language.
American Sign Language is the part of Sign Language which is mostly used by deaf and dumb people in the world
Artificial Neural Network (ANN), a brain-style computational model, has been used for many applications. Researchers have
developed various ANN’s structure in accordant with their problem. After the network is trained, it can be used for image
classification. The Support Vector Machine is a theoretically superior machine learning methodology with great results in
classification of high dimensional datasets and has been found competitive with the best machine learning algorithms. In the past,
CNNs have been tested and evaluated only as pixel-based image classifiers. Moving from pixel-based techniques towards objectbased representation, the dimensions of remote sensing imagery feature space increases significantly. This results increasing
complexity of the classification process, and causes problems to traditional sample-based classification schemes.
In this study, we have developed a novel approach of recognizing hand number gestures by recognizing or labeling hand parts in
depth images. Our proposed approach consists of two main processes: hand parts recognition by random forests (RFs) classifier and
rule based hand number gestures recognition. The main advantage of our proposed approach is that the state of each finger is
directly identified through the recognize hand parts and then number gestures are recognized based on the state of each finger.
II.
RELATED WORK
This work include the feature extraction, gesture recognition process for that they have proposed a novel approach for recognizing
hand number gestures using the recognized hand parts in a depth image. In this paper they proposed a system in that approach they
divided that approach into two stages: (i) Hand parts recognition by random forests (RFs) and (ii) rule-based hand number gestures
recognition. This contains pairs of depth maps and their Corresponding hand pats labeled maps was generated after that they used
DB to training RFs. In the second stage, a depth image was first captured from a depth camera and then a hand depth silhouette was
extracted by removing the background. Next, the hand parts of a depth silhouette were recognized using the trained RFs. Next, a set
of features was extracted from the labeled on the extracted features, labeled hand parts finally they used rule-based approach to
recognize number gesture (2014) [1]. This work include the techniques like thresholding, feature extraction, on the help of this
feature they proposed a simple method for recognition of numbers. They used thresholding value for recognition of numbers. They
divide that method into three stages i.e. first they captured image by using web camera after capturing image they applied threshold
value on that and using that threshold value they recognized the numbers(2011) [2].
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This work contain the features like image-preprocessing, HOG, feature extraction, gesture recognition on the basis of that they have
propose a system for decomposition of gestures into single handed or double handed gesture. They classifying gesture into these
subcategories simplify the process of gesture recognition in the ISL due to presence of lesser number of gestures in each sub
category. They used Histogram of Gradients (HOG) features and geometric descriptors using KNN and CNN classifiers were tried
on a dataset consisting of images of 26 English alphabets present in the ISL under variable background. The HOG features when
classified with Support Vector Machine were found to be the most efficient approach result of this system in term of accuracy is
94.23 [3].
In this proposed system they have made application for those who those vocal and hearing disabilities. It discusses an improved
method for sign language recognition and conversion of speech to signs. The algorithm devised is capable of extracting signs from
video sequences under minimally cluttered and dynamic background using skin color segmentation. It distinguishes between static
and dynamic gestures and extracts the appropriate feature vector. These are classified using Support Vector Machines. Speech
recognition is built upon standard module Sphinx. Experimental results show satisfactory segmentation of signs under diverse
backgrounds and relatively high accuracy in gesture and speech recognition (2016) [4].
This work presented a dynamic hand gesture recognition system for home appliance control using only the depth camera. The
dynamic hand gesture is recognized using static hand postures and hand trajectory. The proposed system can recognize seven
commonly used dynamic hand gestures. Experimental results show that the system is effective for home appliance control [5].
This paper introduces a novel hand gesture recognition scheme based on depth data. The hand is firstly extracted from the acquired
depth maps with the aid also of color information from the associated views. Then the hand is segmented into palm and finger
regions. Next, two different set of feature descriptors are extracted, one based on the distances of the fingertips from the hand center
and the other on the curvature of the hand contour, finally, a multiclass CNN classifier is employed to recognize the performed
gestures [6].
In this context, the geometric moments and the orthogonal moments namely the Zernike, Tchebichef and Krawtchouk moments are
explored. The proposed system detects the hand region through skin color identification and obtains the binary silhouette. These
images are normalized for rotation and scale changes. The moment features of the normalized hand gestures are classified using a
minimum distance classifier [7].
This work focuses on building a robust part-based hand gesture recognition system using Kinect sensor. To handle the noisy hand
shapes obtained from the Kinect sensor, we propose a novel distance metric, Finger-Earth Mover’s Distance (FEMD), to measure
the dissimilarity between hand shapes. As it only matches the finger parts while not the whole hand, it can better distinguish the
hand gestures of slight differences [8].
Propose method is to recognize the image-based numbers of Persian sign language (PSL) using thinning method on segmented
image. In this approach, after cleaning thinned image, the real endpoints have been used for recognition. The method is qualified to
provide real-time recognition and is not affected by hand rotation and scaling [9].
This work discusses a simple recognition algorithm that recognizes the numbers from 0 to 10 using thresholding. The overall
algorithm has three main steps: image capture, apply threshold and recognizing the number. The assumption is made that user must
wear color hand gloves [10].
III.
PROPOSED SYSTEM
The propose work is to focus on the hybrid approach of algorithms for classification of numbers and alphabets. Proposed model
consists of four phases i.e., Preprocessing, Feature Extraction, Classification, Recognition.
In the proposed model the
method of thing and CNN algorithm is going to use, CNN for classification of feature extraction to classify the numbers and
alphabets.
The first section of the proposed model is consisting of Image capturing or acquisition and preprocessing of the image. The very
first step is capture image through a camera or through video. After getting image resize that image and extract hand part from that
image. Remove the noise if present and converted into Binary Image.
The second section is consist of Feature Extraction, There are many features available for gesture recognition but this system will
concentrating on figure tip and active-inactive fingers using thinning techniques.
After getting features it will give it to CNN. CNN classified the features. CNN classified that features for the higher accuracy and
compare with training dataset and gives the output. Additionally we will play the speech of that identified alphabets.
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A. Proposed System Architecture

Capture / Upload Hand Gesture Image
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Binary Image

Thinning Algorithm and Feature Extraction
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Alphabet Recognition

Convert Alphabet Result in Speech

Fig: Proposed System Architecture
IV.
ALGORITHM
A. Convolution Neural Network (CNN) Algorithm
The structure of CNN algorithm includes two layers. First is the extraction layer of features in which each neuron's input is directly
connected to its previous layer's local ready fields and local features are extracted. The spatial relationship between it and other
features will be shown once those local features are extracted. The other layer is feature_map layer; Every feature map in this layer
is a plane, the weight of the neurons in one plane are same. The feature plan’s structure makes use of the function called sigmoid.
This function known as activation function of the CNN, which makes the feature map have shift in difference. In the CNN each
convolution layer is come after a computing layer and its usage is to find the local average as well as the second extract; this
extraction of two feature is unique structure which decreases the resolution.
1) Step 1: Select the dataset.
2) Step 2: Perform feature selection using information gain and ranking
3) Step 3: Apply Classification algorithm CNN
4) Step 4: Calculate each Feature fx value of input layer
5) Step 5: Calculate bias class of each feature
6) Step 6: The feature map is produced and it goes to forward pass input layer
7) Step 7: Calculate the convolution cores in a feature pattern Step 8: Produce sub sample layer and feature value.
8) Step 9: Input deviation of the kth neuron in output layer is Back propagated.
9) Step 10: Finally give the selected feature and classification results.
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V.
MATHEMATICAL MODEL
Train a CNN in a purely supervised way, with the greedy layer-wise procedure in which each added layer is trained as an RBM
(e.g., by Contrastive Divergence).
is the input training distribution for the network
∈ is a learning rate for the training
ℓ is the number of layers to train
is the weight matrix for level k, for k from 1 to ℓ
is the visible units offset vector for RBM at level k, for k from 1 to ℓ
is the hidden units offset vector for RBM at level k, for k from 1 to ℓ
Mean_field_computation is a Boolean that is true if training data at each additional level is obtained by a mean-field approximation
instead of stochastic sampling
Step 1: for k = 1 to ℓdo
Step 2: initialize
= 0, = 0, = 0
Step 3: while not stopping criterion do
Step 4: sample ℎ = from
Step 5: for = 1 to − 1do
Step 6: if mean_field_computation then
Step 7: assign ℎ to (ℎ = 1|ℎ , for all elements j of ℎ
Step 8: else
Step 9: assign ℎ to (ℎ |ℎ , for all elements j of ℎ
Step 10: end if
Step 11: end for
Step 12: RBMupdate (ℎ , ∈,
, , ) {thus providing (ℎ |ℎ )for future use}
Step 13: end while
Step 14: end for
VI.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Naïve Bayes CNN
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VII.
CONCLUSION
Because of the demands on durability, accuracy, and efficiency, hand gesture detection for real-world applications is extremely
difficult. Based on the approach suggested using the thinning algorithm and support vector machine, a good comparative research
has been adopted in this work. This will aid in boosting number gesture recognition accuracy as well as recognizing the names and
positions of active fingers. In our suggested system, we preprocess the input gesture, use a thinning method to extract features, and
then use CNN to recognize the specific gesture name, alphabets, and number. We'll also translate these alphabets into speech.
A physical implementation of the system has shown the design's usefulness in a real-world context. This system's work will be
completed entirely through the use of python and it will successfully execute.
VIII. FUTURE SCOPE
We can develop a model for ASL word and sentence level recognition. We can develop a complete product that will help the speech
and hearing impaired people, and thereby reduce the communication gap.
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